
An Unprecedented Year of Challenges…and Hope
What Dr. Goodall called “an unprecedented Spring,” has become a 
very long, difficult, and unprecedented year. As we face one of the 
most terrible pandemics of our lifetime, we at JGI do so with soli-
darity, reflection, community, hope, and action. As our sanctuaries 
face unforeseen costs, and many partner sanctuaries remain closed 
to the public, losing essential revenue, so many of you supported 
our work — despite your own hardships — helping us to protect 
the lives of precious chimpanzees, and to continue to employ vital 
staff and caregivers in our program countries. As Dr. Goodall could 
no longer travel and share her message in person, you each showed 
up online, tuning in by the millions to hear and share her reasons 
for hope and urgent calls to action. As our young changemakers 
were forced, along with their parents and educators, to deal with 
a tumultuous school year, you helped us launch virtual at-home 
learning, a new Family Toolkit to create meaningful service 

projects, and a campaign to get #BacktoKind. As the world turned 
inward and fell into darkness, we saw a vibrant, bright chorus 
seeking change for racial equity, biodiversity protection, human 
and environmental health, climate action, and justice for all. 

As we each have faced our own hurdles this year, many of which 
will take a long time to heal, we are heartened to see the commu-
nity of support that has arisen to help at this time. As we shared 
earlier this year, we continue to be committed to the pursuit of 
our mission, and we are doing everything in our power to ensure 
the safety of those involved in our programs, and to provide new, 
inventive ways to deliver impact. Our hearts are with all those 
struggling and facing unimaginable difficulties, as we strive for a 
better tomorrow.
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As Jane has shared,  

“Only when our clever brain and our human heart  
work together in harmony can we achieve our true potential.”  

Together, we can achieve our true potential. 
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In 2020, the Jane Goodall Institute completed one of its largest socio-
economic baseline research studies within the Gombe-Masito-Ugalla 
(GMU) landscape to support the USAID funded Landscape 
Conservation in Western Tanzania (LCWT) initiative, a project 
that seeks to address threats to chimpanzees and their habitats in the 
region through sustainable development. The study helped investigate 
ways to create effective solutions to protect habitats while supporting 
human communities — known as JGI’s ‘Tacare’ approach. The baseline 
research, in partnership with Savannas Forever Tanzania, was aimed 
at identifying the project’s starting point, collecting data to inform the 
design of the innovative behavior change campaign, and supporting 
the implementation of key ongoing project activities. 

The results were fascinating and will help further actualize JGI’s cor-
nerstone ‘Tacare’ approach of listening to the needs of local commu-
nities to establish effective and enduring conservation outcomes. 
It was discovered that agriculture is by far the dominant profession, 
with fishing and other activities, such as livestock management, pro-
fessional jobs (teacher, nurse, doctor, etc.), or skilled service provisions 
like repairs, rounding out the economy. The area’s most frequently 
cultivated crops include maize, cassava, beans, and groundnuts. As 
a result, the LCWT initiative seeks to increase household earnings 
via sustainable livelihood strategies that would include introducing 
new, alternative, and sustainable income sources, such as eco-tourism,  
natural-resource product sales, and improved value-chain productivity 
of select crops. The LCWT sustainable livelihoods will likely focus on 
cash crops, such as sunflowers, coffee, banana, and pineapple. 

Engage – Listen – Understand – Act:
BASELINE RESEARCH IN TANZANIA

Virtual Jane: Spreading Hope Online
From global lecture 
tours and international  
advocacy panels and 
events, to documen-
taries and museum  
exhibits, Dr. Goodall 
has spent much of her 
life sharing her mind and 
heart with the masses to 
inspire positive change. 
Due to the ongoing 
pandemic, Dr. Goodall, 
who normally spends 
upwards of 300 days a 
year on the road, was 
grounded in her childhood home in Bournemouth, England. Always 
using her platform to motivate, provide insight, and bring hope to 
everyone she reaches, Jane was unstoppable in her effort to continue 
to share her message. Thus, ‘Virtual Jane’ was born, which leveraged 
technology for a suddenly very digital year. JGI supported Jane in 
kicking off a series of virtual events and videos including ‘Story-
time with Dr. Jane,’ a youth reading video series; ‘Jane Reads: In the 
Shadow of Man,’ a reading series with a more adult focus; and dozens 
of other interactive digital experiences including live chats, video 
messages, and more. Over the last several months, Jane’s videos have 
received millions of views, including a video explaining the relation-
ship between COVID-19 and our disconnect from the natural world, 
and a Gombe 60 Anniversary Live Event on World Chimpanzee  
Day, July 14, with Gombe researchers past and present. 

And that’s not all … Jane’s 
message will be available via 
podcast as well! JGI’s forth-
coming The Jane Goodall 
Hopecast will include fireside 
chats with influencers and 
leaders from business, policy, 
and NGOs discussing topics 
related to Jane’s vision for  
making the world a better 
place for all. The Hopecast’s 
focus will be to break down 
systems, ideas, and barriers 
in order to empower each 
individual and enhance 

their ability to act. Listeners will also be able to learn more about JGI’s  
extensive work around the world, from conservation initiatives 
and animal welfare efforts to trailblazing scientific approaches and 
advanced technological applications, along with youth empowerment 
through Roots & Shoots.

Listen to the first teaser episode, learn more  
and subscribe at bit.ly/teaserhopecast 

Watch more of ‘Virtual Jane’ at  
janereads.janegoodall.org 
storytime.janegoodall.org

Follow us @janegoodallinst +  
facebook.com/janegoodall 

Continued on next page2



A Fighting Chance for Climate Through Forests 
What if forest protection, planting, regeneration, and  
restoration are some of the best solutions for climate change 
we have? At JGI, we believe in the power and innate value of  
forests, and we’re acting on it. At the 2020 World Economic 
Forum, Dr. Jane Goodall, DBE, UN Messenger of Peace, and 
Founder of the Jane Goodall Institute ( JGI) announced her  
commitment of contributing 5 million trees (via replanting and/or  
restoration) through JGI and partnerships in the next year 
to the Trillion Tree campaign of UNEP (United Nations  
Environment Programme). 

Why is this important? Preventing the continued loss and 
degradation of forests and supporting sustainable and appro-
priate restoration could contribute to one-third of total 
climate change mitigation required by 2030. Restoring just 
350 million hectares of forest could potentially sequester 
(offset) 1.7 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent annually  
(IUCN). This is a big deal, and there’s space to grow — by the 
campaign’s estimations, in total, an area the size of the United 
States could be reforested. 

To accomplish this, bringing in essential partnerships by  
integrating expertise and funding to support community-led  
decision-making for conservation is what the Jane Goodall Insti-
tute is all about. For Gombe 60 — the 60th anniversary of Dr. 
Goodall’s research and World Chimpanzee Day — we proudly 
announced a partnership between the Jane Goodall Institute and 
One Tree Planted. Together, we are working to restore vital wild-
life landscapes through the “Uganda Wildlife Habitat & Corridor 
Restoration Project.” The effort will plant and/or restore more 
than three million trees, supporting long-term and large-scale  
restoration of the Albertine Rift Forests across western Uganda.

But that’s only the beginning. To support even more Roots & Shoots 
groups greening our planet, we created our first Roots & Shoots Project- 
in-a-Box, ‘I Dream of Green,’ in coordination with the launch of the 
North American Trillion Trees campaign. Projects-in-a-Box are intended 
to provide Roots & Shoots members more support and guidance to 
complete a Roots & Shoots project. Through this Project-in-a-Box, 
youth learn how to make a difference and green their community! This 
project guide follows the Roots & Shoots 4-Step Formula, which helps 
young people get inspired and take action through easy and fun tools. This 
also helps develop Roots & Shoots nine Compassionate Traits, so while 
Roots & Shoots members are building a better community, they’re also 
becoming the best version of themselves. 

With these efforts and our community-led conservation work, which has 
long prioritized forest management and land use planning using geospa-
tial data and technologies to further these initiatives, Jane and JGI hope to 
give global forests, and our planet as we know it, a fighting chance.

Check out our Project-in-a-Box at bit.ly/idreamofgreen and 
explore our partnership with One Tree Planted at bit.ly/jgiotp 

Some of the challenges that were exposed are that despite reports of 
declining land productivity, few households use farming techniques 
that improve soil quality or reduce erosion. Fewer than a quarter of 
those surveyed knew of a natural resource group in their village, and 
even fewer participated in these groups. Less than half of respon-
dents were aware of existing village land-use plans, and even fewer 
participated  in related meetings. Most of these issues stemmed from 
a lack of enforcement by village and district leaders. Systemic poverty, 
limited educational opportunities, and poor infrastructure are crucial 
barriers for all members of the community to play an active role in 
natural resource management, and women must overcome many more  
obstacles than men. These substantial barriers include limited avail-
ability, illiteracy, low self-efficacy, cultural norms, gender stereotypes, 
control of income, and limitations for women’s independent activi-
ties. What also proves to be a defining factor for the likelihood of  
participation is how close to village centers women live, as those who 
live farther away are less likely to participate.

Several important opportunities emerged, particularly around  
attitudes as 90% of those surveyed said they would feel bad if the forest 
disappeared. Additionally, many of those surveyed are aware of more 
sustainable actions such as regulating tree cutting, banning charcoal 
burning, guarding the forest, and collecting only dry firewood. Most 
surveyed understand the benefits of land-use planning and many had 
observed the benefits of conservation. Roughly half of the men and 
women surveyed had some knowledge of family planning and those 
who did approved of its use, related to birth spacing, family size, and 
mental health benefits. Another great insight is that, though women 
face greater barriers, they may already be participating in influential 
assemblies, from religious organizations to mutual aid groups, allowing 
for greater opportunity for including conservation awareness. 

With all these incredible findings, JGI’s USAID-funded LCWT 
can advance effective sustainable livelihood support, trainings, and 
a behavior change campaign in order to best serve the needs of local 
communities while advancing conservation goals. 

Continued from previous page
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Seeing a Rare Double: 
Baboon Twins 

For only the second time in Gombe National 
Park’s history, an olive baboon has given birth 
to twins. This is very rare. While humans, 
depending on where they are born, have roughly 
a one in 115 (+35) chance of being born a twin, 
the chances of twins for baboons is only one in 
every 600 to 1,000 births. Survival is a concern 
for primate twins. Even with the best circum-
stances, baboons and chimpanzees are not often 
able to successfully raise twins, given that infant 
primates spend many months entirely dependent 
on their mother for both food and locomotion 
across great distances traveled each day. Thus far, 
the mother and twin babies are doing well. It 
helps that the mother is a high-ranking female 
in her community and has the support of fellow 
adult female relatives. This could make all the 
difference. Gombe researchers, as part of the  
over 50 year continuous baboon study under  
Dr. Anthony Collins, continue to watch their 
progress closely and hope for continued success!

Getting #BacktoKind by  
Supporting Young Changemakers  

As we face a world that is shaped by fear and everyday challenges, let’s get 
#BacktoKind. Fall 2020 represents a particularly difficult back to school, and 
knowing that as education barriers grew alongside emotional, health, and other 
hardships, we wanted to find a way to provide hope and turn it into action. Through 
the Roots & Shoots USA #BacktoKind campaign, we’re supporting our community 
of young changemakers, educators, adult mentors, parents, and individuals to 
reflect on what matters most and what our world needs most — compassion and 
kindness. For those struggling, it is kindness towards self, and for those who are 
more fortunate, it is kindness towards others. For both, it is compassion, to build 
understanding, and respecting identities and experiences — this includes other 
species and this planet we call home.

Together, through our youth stories, resources 
like our brand-new Family Toolkit to create 
changemaking community projects, our all 
new Compassionate Traits quiz to discover 
your top traits, new 1-Click Actions including 
partnerships with Lady Gaga’s Born This Way 
Foundation, Best Friends Animal Society, and 
Kratt Brothers, Project-in-a-Box: ‘I Dream 
of Green’, our Peace Day Challenge and 
#GoodForAllChallenge, along with virtual 
events, activities and so much more, we’ll 
continue to unlock ways to get “Back to Kind” 
and make the world a better place for all.

Learn more and take action at bit.ly/backtokind 

Explore ways to get involved with Roots & Shoots and  
become a member for free at rootsandshoots.org 

Follow us @RootsandShoots

Yahaya Omary Mawisa, Coffee Farmer, Tanzania 
Born in the Tanzanian village of Matyazo in 1963, Yahaya Omary 
Mawisa discovered his passion for coffee farming at a young age, 
continuing in the profession for several decades. Unfortunately, 
in the early 2000s, Mawisa witnessed regional production fatigue 
driven by low prices, inefficient technology, gaps in knowledge, and 
limited markets. In 2007, the Jane Goodall Institute began investing 
in local coffee farming by providing technical support, trainings, 
and international market connections. JGI bought small-scale,  
factory-grade machines for local farmers, while providing the 
opportunity to go on study tours of coffee production at facilities in 
adjacent countries. There, farmers were able to discover the methods  
and benefits of improved seeds, organic manure, intensified  
mulching, and integrated farming. All of this led to more nour-
ished soil, improved yield, and a stronger diversity of products to 
sell, and what is known as the KANYOVU coffee collective.

For Mawisa, this meant he 
was able to send his four kids 
to private school, build two 
homes, purchase three farms, 
open two shops, and create a  
demonstration farm that 
showcases integrated sustain-
able coffee farming techniques 
as well as share the production 
model with the community. 
Today, Mawisa is a champion 
and a role model for coffee production in Western Tanzania. The 
KANYOVU coffee collective that resulted from JGI’s support has 
grown significantly from its start, and there are now over 7,400 regis-
tered  farmers in the collective with international market connections. 
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Gombe 60 Reflections – Through the Binoculars  
July 14, 1960 — this was the remarkable day that 26-year-old Jane Goodall first stepped foot in Gombe National Park to begin her 
groundbreaking research on wild chimpanzees. July 14, 2020, marks 60 years of tremendous insights and ongoing research — now the 
longest running wild chimpanzee study in the world! The #Gombe60 campaign honors this incredible work, which has grown our  
understanding of and compassion for our closest living relatives as well as ourselves. 

GOMBE GOES DIGITAL
The campaign emphasized creating digital interactives to  
bring the story and insights of Gombe, Dr. Goodall, and the  
Jane Goodall Institute to the masses. To provide curious minds with a 
comprehensive  understanding of what wonderful research and incred-
ible work has been accomplished since Jane first arrived in Gombe, 
the Gombe 60 microsite breaks down the big picture into detailed  
categories of focus, such as our Legacy of Science, Understanding 
Chimpanzees, Major Discoveries, and Gombe & Conservation. 

Explore more at janegoodall.org/gombe60

STORY OF SCIENCE, CONSERVATION, AND HOPE
The Gombe 60 storymap for “Discovery, Innovation, & Hope:  
Honoring the Global Impact of Gombe and Jane Goodall” is a lively, 
engaging, and interactive storymap created in partnership with  
Blueraster and Esri. The storymap is filled with photos, maps, 
and data visualizations to detail the complex 60-year narrative  
that began with Jane’s observations and the subsequent 
on-site research into the dynamic lives of wild chimpanzees, 
health, ecology, and other primates. Jane and JGI have been 
directly responsible for substantial advancement in a range 
of matters, from ground-breaking primatology findings, to 
the increased percentage of women in Science, Technology,  

Engineering, and Math (STEM). The Gombe 60 storymap invites 
users to discover how much has changed in Gombe and related fields 
in a powerful and creative way, providing interactive tools like maps 
that showcase the evolution of community-centered conservation 
known as ‘Tacare’ from outside Gombe to across the chimpanzee  
range, as well as the global footprint of scientists who have  
participated in research at this miraculous site of wonder. 

Explore more at bit.ly/gombestorymap 

GOMBE 60 LIVE
For “Gombe 60 Live with Dr. Jane Goodall,” Jane spent time on 
Facebook Live reflecting on the 60 years since her famous journey 
began in Gombe. During the livestream, Jane was joined by host 
Guy Kawasaki and a panel of special guests who also happen to be 
old friends, such as Harvard professor of biological anthropology 
Richard Wrangham, Gombe Stream Research Center’s Director 
of Baboon Research Dr. Anthony Collins, JGI’s Vice President of 
Conservation Science Dr. Lilian Pintea, JGI Tanzania’s Director  
of Conservation Sciences Dr. Shadrach Kamenya, and GSRC 
administrator — and the first person in Gombe to greet Jane off 
the boat in 1960 — Jumanne Kikwale. 

As a follow-up to this engaging live discussion, Jane joined Guy 
Kawasaki once again on November 6, 2020, to honor the anniversary  
of her famed observation of chimpanzee tool-use. This remarkable  
finding forever redefined what it means to be human, as prior 
to Jane’s research humans were known as “the toolmakers”  
of the animal kingdom. During this live session, Jane and Guy 
discussed how this research influenced further investigation and  
findings on the expansive range of animal behaviors and how this 
work continues to blur the line between humans and other animals. 
The session was also interspersed with clips from a special episode 
of ‘Jane Reads: In the Shadow of Man’ chapter 3, in which Jane first 
writes about her tool-use findings.

Watch this episode of ‘Jane Reads: In the Shadow of 
Man’ chapter 3 at janereads.janegoodall.org
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Inspiring Curiosity and Imagination
Fall 2020 marked the beginning of an extraordinary partnership  
of wild curiosity: Introducing Crate & Kids x the Jane Goodall  
Institute!  Are you #CuriousLikeJane? Jane has said she was born  
loving animals  — it was her passion and curiosity, inspired by  
imagination and her interaction with the wild of her own backyard, 
that shaped her to be the scientist turned activist we know and 
love today. This special collection was created with Jane’s child-
hood story in mind and intends to encourage the same kind of 
imagination, love of animals, and motivation to be compassionate 
changemakers through well-sourced, beautiful home décor and 
furnishings. The collection includes bold patterns and exciting 
interactive items, from a chimpanzee plush pillow to a replica of 
Jane’s research tent, as well as the animals of the Tanzanian savan-
nah to the birds of global rainforests—all brought to life in colorful 
vignettes and playful illustrations. 

The Jane Goodall Institute x Crate & Kids partnership also 
includes a commitment to encourage the next generation of Jane 
Goodalls through an action pledge. The pledge encourages users 
to choose one (or all) of three simple actions including reducing 
waste, exploring the outdoors, and protecting and growing green

spaces. As youth across the country interact with this amazing line 
sparking curiosity and take our pledge, they’ll be sure to grow to be 
as wildly wonderful for the planet as Dr. Goodall herself. 

We can’t wait for you and 
your little ones to explore the 
collection at bit.ly/cratexjgi 
and take the pledge at  
rootsandshoots.org/curiouslikejane

The Wonderful World of Tchimpounga’s Rescued Chimpanzees
Despite the challenges of COVID-19, which necessitated increased 
health protocols to keep chimpanzees and staff safe, residents are 
receiving the best possible care and continue to live full lives! 

FALERO
At the Tchimpounga Chimpanzee 
Rehabilitation Center, things have 
gotten so much more dynamic and 
fun since Falero arrived. Given that 
Falero is still quite young, he craves 
playtime without end throughout 
the day. This can be a bit challenging 
since there are no other chimpanzees 
in the group his age. Luckily, Falero 
and Mbebo have become the best of 
friends, as they goof off, groom each 
other, and regularly hug each other.

The big activity lately has been seeing one’s reflections in a mirror. 
The caregivers put a mirror in the yard and most of the chimpanzees  
react to it with uneasy curiosity. Falero, on the other hand, loves it.  
This turned out to be the first time Falero had seen his reflection in a 
mirror and he became instantly fascinated, making all sorts of funny 
faces. Mbebo joined him and did the same. The two of them liked 

seeing themselves in the mirror together as buddies. Falero took to 
standing on his two legs and swinging his body from side to side when 
the two of them weren’t watching themselves hug in the mirror.

Falero has the inquisitiveness of a teenager and remains interested in 
everything, always wanting to discover the world. 

LEMBA
Lemba, one of the eldest at the main sanctuary site, could not be 
more fascinated by the sanctuary’s younger chimpanzees. One of 
her favorite things to do is climb atop a 
wooden tower to observe her neighbors, 
the five young ones Ebelle, George, 
Kabi, Tina, and Vienna. She watches 
them play all day, and they sometimes 
groom and tickle each other through 
the boundary that separates their 
yards. Likewise, while the two recent 
arrivals, Perrine and Zeze, will soon be 
integrated with their fellow young chim-
panzees, for now, the two mischievous 
chimpanzees make quite the scene for 
Lemba’s viewing pleasure as they stir up  
high-spirited trouble.

 2 ç       crateandbarrel.com/kids 3

As Dr. Jane Goodall celebrates 60 
years of research and discovery, 
we’re proud to partner with the Jane 
Goodall Institute, a global conservation 
organization dedicated to improving 
the lives of people, animals and the 
environment. Our exclusive partnership 
includes a donation to the Jane Goodall 
Institute and a playful collection of 
textiles, decor and toys designed to 
celebrate wildlife and spark curiosity 
about the natural world.

a world of discovery

NEW West Storage Crib $999.  |  NEW Organic Tropical Bird Crib Quilt: $129. Crib Fitted 
Sheet: $29.  |  NEW Sitting Monkey Pillow $34.  |  NEW Lemur Large Nod Chair $169. 
Personalization: $10.  |  Jenny Lind Black Daybed $699.  |  NEW Organic Serengeti Dot Twin 
Sheet Set $79.  |  NEW Organic Serengeti Twin Quilt: $169. Sham: $32.  |  Linen Yellow Sham 
$29.  |  NEW Jeep Pillow $34.  |  NEW Abstract Ikat Sleeping Bag $119. Personalization: $10.  |  
NEW Animal Shaped Rug $299.  |  NEW Icon 5∫x8∫ Rug $429.  |  Shop additional styles and 
choices in stores and online.

 2 ç

Holiday 2020

give the gift of discovery
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One Health for the Benefit of All
The Jane Goodall Institute’s approach to science integrates the  
needs and threats facing people, other animals, and the  
environment, as these three must operate in harmony for the 
ensured sustainability of each. JGI has long been a proponent  
of integrated, holistic approaches, taking a One Health strategy 
from the start. One Health, now a well recognized concept, 
is critical for the well-being of our world and its diversity of 
inhabitants. This has never proved more critical than during 
the Covid-19 pandemic, which has been identified as being 
the result of trafficking of wild animals — likely pangolins  
— causing a zoonotic spillover event of a coronavirus jumping 
from wildlife to humans. 

Launched in July of 2020, JGI’s Gombe One Health Hub builds on 
decades of innovative work and is a community-led ecosystem health 
platform dedicated to monitoring and understanding zoonotic spill-
overs. Tracking disease that has the potential to jump from wildlife 
to the human communities is necessary for our growing capability to 
anticipate transmission and combat its effects.  The threat of zoonotic  
disease is growing, and many scientists predict that the next great 
pandemic will be a result of our continued imbalance with  
the natural world, particularly as deforestation puts humans and  
wildlife in closer proximity. 

JGI’s veterinary lab in Gombe will increase its disease surveillance as 
well as detection capacity and outbreak response. The lab team plans to 
deploy non-invasive methods for rapid, on-site diagnostics, thanks to 
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) process, which will enable JGI 
to scale a small DNA sample for a more comprehensive study. In addi-
tion, one of JGI’s methods for obtaining data is via our partnership 
with Microsoft on Project Premonition, which uses robotic traps to 
capture mosquitoes and extract DNA from blood samples. The reason 
for this practice is that mosquitoes serve as vectors for pathogens as 
they feed on species. The Gombe lab staff will be able to determine 
whether these mosquitoes feed on different species and investigate the 
potential viral load.

To better understand, anticipate, and address zoonotic disease, 
the Gombe One Health Hub utilizes Esri ArcGIS technologies  
to integrate scattered core datasets for a range of categories, 
from wildlife habitat maps to human land-use plans. Such cross- 
cutting insight is made available to the JGI team through 

expanded community monitoring efforts, using mobile tech-
nologies to include One Health protocols. The JGI team also 
plans to conduct qualitative interviews to identify specific people 
and their livestock health, create contact risk maps to discern  
potential pathways for disease transmission, and communicate  
findings to decision-makers and stakeholders through easy-to- 
understand maps and dashboards. 

Empowered with the detailed insight and informed analysis, the 
JGI team will be able to manage an outbreak by way of adminis-
tering single-dose antibiotics to wildlife via blowpipe. This proven  
treatment will allow the JGI team to be safe and effective, dimin-
ishing risk of spread, illness, and death. Although many respiratory 
infections are caused by viruses for which we do not have treatments, 
they are often made worse by secondary bacterial  infections. Thus, 
the implementation of the blowpipe antibiotic treatment gives 
affected primates a much stronger likelihood of recovery, well before 
the possibility of disease being passed onto humans.

The goal of the Gombe One Health Hub is to combine  
innovative mapping technologies with JGI’s long-term data, 
Tacare community-driven conservation efforts, and Gombe 
Eco-Health disease data and expertise. Through this integration,  
JGI will be able to improve the prediction, detection, preparedness,  
and response to disease outbreaks — stopping future pandemics 
in their tracks.

JGI Turned Hope into Action in 2019
Explore JGI’s digital 2019 Annual Report for in-depth stories, features,  
stunning imagery, and our interactive Decision Support System (DSS) at 
janegoodall.org/impact19 

Impact19
A Harmonious World of Connection  3

Community-Led Conservation:  
A Great Approach for Great Apes  8

Roots & Shoots: 
Youth Leading the Way  24

Science and Tech 
For Better Decision-Making  30 

Securing Jane’s Legacy  36

Annual Report 2019The Jane Goodall Institute USA
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MAKE A DONATION  
janegoodall.org/donate 

1595 Spring Hill Rd., Ste. 550, Vienna, VA 22182
       janegoodall.org  •  rootsandshoots.org

    
@janegoodallInst  •  @rootsandshoots  

PHOTOS IN THIS NEWSLETTER ARE COURTESY OF: HUGO VAN LAWICK,  JGI/DISMAS MWACHA, CHASE PICKERING,   
JGI/ SHADRACK SAMSON, JGI/SHAWN SWEENEY, JGI/FERNANDO TURMO, JGI/BILL WALLAUER

Shop Good For All Gifts! 
JGI’s eStore has everything you want and the 
best Good For All Gifts around from exclusive 
apparel, to books, toys and home décor. Best of 
all: the proceeds directly benefit everything JGI 
is doing to protect chimpanzees and other great 
apes along with their habitats, improve wellbeing 
for human communities, advance animal welfare 
globally, and empower the next generation of  
Jane Goodalls through Roots & Shoots. Give 
fun, sustainable, and meaningful JGI items and 
help ensure a better world for all!

Explore the eStore at  
shop.janegoodall.org
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